
Homes

Homes



Phonetic drill

tch           ch   [tʃ]  
kitchen   watch  match  stretch 

children   teacher   chair   



We don’t watch TV in the 
bathroom,  but we watch it in 

the kitchen. 

Teacher: Children, take your 
chairs and sit down, please.



Room - [ru:m] - бөлме



attic - [ætik] - шатыр



bathroom - [bɑ:θrum ] – жуынатын 
бөлме  



bedroom - [bedrum] – ұйықтайтын 
бөлме 



kitchen - [kitʃən] ас бөлме



living room - [liviŋ ru:m] – қонақ 
бөлме  



garden - [ɡɑ:dn] - бақша



stairs - [steəz] - баспалдақ 



room - [ru:m] - бөлме
attic - [ætik] – шатыр 

bathroom - [bɑ:θrum ] – жуынатын бөлме  
bedroom - [bedrum] – ұйықтайтын бөлме 

kitchen - [kitʃən] ас бөлме
living room - [liviŋ ru:m] – қонақ бөлме 

garden - [ɡɑ:dn] – бақша
stairs - [steəz] - баспалдақ 

New words



There is 
There is a TV in living room.

There isn’t
There isn’t a kitchen in our house.



Hello, friends!
Welcome to
 my house!





Come in. Welcome. There is a living room 
in our house.



There is a bathroom in our house.



This is my bedroom. I sleep play and 
do my homework here.



There is a kitchen in our house. We 
cook and eat here.



Choose: true or false.
1. There is a living room in 
Monica’s house.
2. There isn’t a bathroom in
 her house.
3. There is her bedroom in 
the house.



Choose: true or false.
1. There is a living room in 
Monica’s house.
2. There isn’t a bathroom in
 her house.
3. There is her bedroom in 
the house.
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Warm up



Write negative form.
There is a living room in my house.
e.g.  There isn’t a living room
in my house.
There is a garden in her house.
There is a TV in living room.
There is stairs in the house.
There is an attic in our house.



Homework:
•New words                  

•Introduce your house



Thank you for your attention!


